Introduce yourself and tell how you got started using Young Living Essential Oils!
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Essential are volatile liquids that are distilled from aromatic plants.
They are 50 to 70 times more powerful than herbs! 1 drop of peppermint
equals 250 cups of peppermint herbal tea!
They are expertly cultivated, harvested, and steam distilled to preserve the
“life” that God infuses into plants and trees. “Essential” to the plant, like blood
is to the human.
Their molecules are small enough to penetrate the skin and enter the blood
stream and therefore get to your cells. They can penetrate the blood/brain
barrier
They are different than fatty oils (olive, coconut, vegetable). Vegetable oils
come from seeds of plants and are much larger than essential oils.
Subsequently, they do not have much aroma. They are not essential to the
life of the plant, but instead, provide nourishment to new seedlings. They
can be used to slow down the absorption in to the skin of the essential oil.
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These oil have molecules that are too big to enter your bloodstream and get to
your cells like essential oils do.
When stored properly, indefinite shelf life.
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Essential oils were mankind's first medicine. From Egyptian hieroglyphics
and Chinese manuscripts, we know that priests and physicians have been
using essential oils for thousands of years. In Egypt, essential oils were
used in the embalming process, and well-preserved oils were found in
alabaster jars in King Tut's tomb. Egyptian temples were dedicated to the
production and blending of the oils, and recipes were recorded on the walls
in hieroglyphics. Evidence points to grave robbers that stole most of the
essential oils from King Tut’s tomb, but left the gold and jewels.
There are 188 references to essential oils in the Bible!
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New agers embrace the gift, but reject the gift giver. Many Christians
embrace the One who us the gifts, but reject the gifts themselves. How sad!
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Bacteria reside outside the cell. Viruses reside inside the cell.
Pharmaceuticals cannot penetrate the cell membrane – but they can mask
symptoms. This is why we give children cough syrup at night. It masks the
symptoms, but we know that it doesn’t actually treat the cough or make them
better.
Essential Oils can penetrate the cell membrane and eliminate both bacteria
and viruses. Viruses don’t have to “run their course” when you can penetrate
to where they live and eliminate them!
When used properly, essential oils are safe with virtually no side effects.
Essential oils can affect every cell of the body within 20 minutes and then be
metabolized like other nutrients
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“Synthetic compounds may be copies of the chemical formulas of
compounds found in essential oils, but they are lacking the subtle energies
[life] contained in natural substances. Those who apply essential oils for
healing soon learn that only pure, natural, complete, and unadulterated oils
bring about healing, while synthetic oils, or oils adulterated by synthetic
compounds, do not.” – Dr. David Stewart Ph.D.
An athlete died by using too much Bengay, which has wintergreen. Because
of this, the FDA has ruled that wintergreen is not safe. You’ll find that Young
Living Wintergreen Essential Oil has a childproof cap. This is because the
FDA does not recognize the different between natural and synthetic.
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Think of a child's shape toy. The shape of RX's is all the same, so they can't
fit into the shapes of our cell receptor sites. Or they force their way in when
they aren't supposed to be there. Essential oils are intelligent and only go
where they need to go.
Example: Peppermint oil is wonderful for headaches, indigestion, and
keeping awake and alert. However, when using it for headaches and
indigestion at night, it won't keep you awake. It knows what your body needs
and will help you rest comfortably.
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YL EO's are now being used in over 50 hospitals around the US! Doctors
are beginning to prescribe them and some insurance companies are
covering them! But ONLY YL as the others are void of the therapeutic
properties.
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Much of the lavender oil exported from France is from the hybrid called lavandin
and is grown in China, Russia, France & Tasmania. It is brought into France and
cut with synthetic linalyl acetate to improve the fragrance. Then they add propylene
glycol or solvents that have no smell to increase the volume. It is exported as
lavender oil. Most consumers don’t know the difference and are pleased when they
find lavender oil for sale at their local health food store or online for only $7 – 10 a
bottle.
Sometimes oil distillers stretch their product with similar smelling but cheaper oils.
For example, peppermint oil is frequently adulterated with corn mint and cinnamon
oil is often mostly cassia leaf oil.
Most clove bud oil on the market is actually distilled from clove stems and leaves
and has few buds in it. A bag of clove leaves costs about $1 a kilo, a bag of stems
cost around $19 a kilo, and a bag of clove buds costs $180 a kilo. Oil from the
leaves, stems and buds all smell similar, but the therapeutic properties are in the
buds. Don’t you want your essential oil provider to know and care enough to make
sure that you are actually getting what is on the label? If Young Living says you are
getting clove bud oil, that is what you are getting.
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YL goes beyond organic practices and has done extensive research for the
time for harvesting and what conditions will yield the best oil! Each oil is very
specific, but other companies do what they can do get as much oil in a short
amount of time. Lavender plants must be distilled for about one hour and 30
minutes under low heat and low pressure. Most lavender (non Young
Living) is distilled for only 15 minutes! Three-quarters of the volume is
extracted during the first quarter of the distillation process. Many producers
end the process there because the increased time does not significantly
increase the volume. Of course, if maximum volume/ maximum profit is the
goal, distilling for 15 minutes makes sense. Fortunately, quality essential oils
have always been Young Living’s first priority.
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Frankincense-depression
Ryan’s story about cut thumb and using Frankincense afterwards to heal
LavenderPillow spray
Burn spray
Story about burning two fingers
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Tell your stories!
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Tell your stories about these oils!
Century after century, bubonic plague outbreaks decimated the population of
Asia and Europe for the better part of a thousand years. Out of this period
emerged a legend of four thieves who were captured and charged with
robbing the dead and dying victims. When the thieves were tried, the
magistrate offered leniency if they would reveal how they resisted contracting
the infection as they performed their gruesome acts. They told of a special
concoction of aromatic herbs, including garlic, cloves and rosemary, that they
rubbed on themselves before committing their crimes.
The proprietary Thieves oil blend was created with this legend in mind.
Studies conducted at Weber State University in 1997 showed it to have a
99.96% success rate against airborne bacteria. The bacteria cultures were
sprayed in an enclosed area, and Thieves oil blend was diffused for a given
amount of time.
In 2005, Edward Close, PhD, a mold remediation consultant with 30 years
experience in the environmental industry, was asked to do third-party
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sampling for mold in an apartment complex that had been flooded, evacuated,
and later put up for sale. The buyer who was renovating the apartments had
paid a company which had used the strongest stuff they knew of—a hospital
disinfectant. Yet Dr Close's sampling showed that either the product had not
killed the mold or that the mold had already re-established itself.
After much urging by his wife, he diffused Thieves oil in the apartments for a
24-hour period. The research project yielded astonishing results! And two
weeks later they were even more astonishing!
In another instance, 10,667 mold spores were identified in a per cubic meter
area. After diffusing Thieves essential oil for 48 hours, Dr Close retested. Only
thirteen spores remained. Similarly, 75,000 mold spores were identified in a
sample of sheetrock. After 72 hours of diffusing, no mold spores remained.
Disappearing Toxic Mold Spores
10,667 to 13 in 48 hours
75,000 to 0 in 72 hours
Most remarkable to mold remediation experts is that three factors about
Thieves oil merge to create a perfect storm against toxic mold...
It's powerful. But so is diesel fuel.
It's safe. Many things (like diesel) may kill mold, but they are toxins
themselves. So you exchange toxins and the building is still uninhabitable.
Thieves oil has an FDA supplement facts panel on the label. It's so safe that
workers can breath it while it's diffusing.
It's long-lasting. While mold may be reduced immediately by standard
remediation products, it often makes a fast comeback. Thieves continues
killing the mold for weeks afterward.
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Katrina’s back
Derin’s snoring
Get rid of your lysol!
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Tell your stories!
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Diffused therapeutic grade essential oils alter the structure of molecules that create
odors, rather than simply masking them. They are also said to increase oxygen
availability and produce negative ions.
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The Everyday Oil Collection and the Diffuser retails for nearly $300! Even
the wholesale cost of these two items is $200!
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Tell your stories!
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